Oil Insurgency Niger Delta Cyril Obi
petro-insurgency or criminal syndicate? conflict, violence ... - the niger delta has become the home of
an oil insurgency (see obi 2004): remotely detonated car bombs and highly sophisticated arms and equipment
are the tools of the trade; over 250 foreign hostages have been abducted in the last fifteen months and
imperial oil: the anatomy of a nigerian oil insurgency - imperial oil: the anatomy of a nigerian oil
insurgency michael watts1 blood may be thicker than water, but oil is thicker than both, - perry anderson, new
left review, 10, 2001, p.30. elites and conflict in nigeria: a case study of the niger ... - the nigeria oil is
situated in the niger delta and its presence has transformed the region into the “economic jewel in the nigerian
crown” (imobighe, 2004, p. 101). oil wealth and insurgency in nigeria - project muse - 236 | oil wealth
and insurgency in nigeria from oil production, but the living conditions where oil is produced—the niger
delta—complicate the notion of the nigerian state as unified, vibrant, and pro - amnesty as a tool in the
negotiation to end insurgency in ... - abstract; amnesty as a tool in the negotiation to end insurgency in
the niger delta the period between 2003 and 2009 witnessed an intensification of military insurgency and a
dangerous degeneration of the conflict in the niger delta of nigeria. the attacks on the oil production facilities
by insurgent groups, sabotage by criminal syndicates and a flourishing kidnapping industry had transformed ...
sr229 asuni final - usip - 2 introduction the trade in stolen oil, or “blood oil,” poses an immense challenge to
the nigerian state, harming its economy and fueling a long-running insurgency in the niger delta. print and
ebook editions of this work are available to zed ... - oil and insurgency in the niger delta: managing the
complex politics of petro-violence was first published in association with the nordic africa institute, po box
1703, se-751 47 uppsala, sweden in 2010 by zed books the dilemma of niger-delta region as oil
producing states ... - the niger-delta conflicts are mainly as a result of poverty rooted on continued criminal
neglect of the region over the years by the federal government of nigeria and the transnational oil companies.
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